Working with JIT requires a Flexible Approach
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Abstract: Flexibility in management is essential today to survive in the most changing and turbulent environment, especially in the global changing international trade scenario and competitiveness in the world market. More transparency and a greater sense of participative decision-making at different levels of management decisions are vital. Decisions made with an open mind without any presumptions or constraints help in sustaining conducive atmosphere with respect to encouraging innovation in the organization. Flexibility in manufacturing ensures customization of products, which have maximum customer satisfying capability. JIT is an innovative management philosophy which evolved in Japan. Flexibility in organizational management as well as manufacturing management is essentially required to accelerate the pace of JIT implementation. This is possible because of improved communication and cordial working atmosphere among the people, which helps them to coordinate their activities effectively to achieve their common organizational goal of becoming the best and number one in the market by producing the customized products. This is what JIT asks for. In this paper, an attempt has been made to explore how the two flexibilities are critical for JIT and to what extent they affect its implementation.
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I. Introduction

The evolution of the global economy has intensified competition and organizations have been driven to offer increased levels of customer service in order to survive. This has led to make them flexible in their way of thinking and managing the affairs. Increased flexibility is, in fact, a path to competitive advantage. It enables the organization in achieving its goals and taking decisions on time in a more successful way. The flexible system of management is very much useful in improving attitude and culture, thereby getting more benefits with less effort. Flexibility has got an in-built mechanism to think of new approaches in managing an organization. It creates a freedom in the work environment and gets the best out of people. A number of empirical studies exist, where researchers have attempted to correlate flexibilities attributes with organizational performance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Flexibility allows operations to maintain and improve performance in spite of variety, uncertainty and ignorance [7]. Hayes and Wheelwright [8] were among the first to advocate flexibility as one of the primary dimensions of a competitive strategy for a manufacturing business, along with cost, quality and dependability. Gerwin [9] has considered the contribution of flexibility to improving competitiveness. He suggested that the organizational performance depends upon the organization’s ability to match the appropriate type of flexibility coming in its way with the corresponding type of environmental uncertainty confronting the organization. Hence it is more important to determine which dimension of flexibility should be increased to improve the business performance. Schmenner and Tatikonda [10] validated Gerwin’s model of manufacturing and found that flexibility related operational capabilities are explicit resources and competencies of the firm and that companies should consider these operational capabilities in their strategic process. Lau [4] identified five elements to produce manufacturing flexibility such as workforce anatomy, communication, interdepartmental relationships, supplier flexibility and technology. In order to produce manufacturing flexibility, flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is the most suitable choice where manufacturing operations are fully automated. Many manufacturing businesses are investing heavily in FMS to compete in markets characterized by mass customization, shortened product life cycles, stringent product specifications, and global supply and distribution [11]. Nilsson and Nordhahl [12, 13] have developed a framework for practitioners to follow to enhance flexibility for competitive advantage. His approach is pragmatic and therefore useful as it focuses on a process for analyzing and developing flexibility instead of defining a general classification of different types of flexibility.

Manufacturing Flexibility and JIT

Productivity of a manufacturing unit is linked to the optimum utilization of its resources-materials, capital, energy, labour, equipment and technology. Manufacturing environment helps in achieving this goal by making the related process smoother and easier. Good manufacturing environment facilitates in the production of customized products offering many advantages including total customer satisfaction. Manufacturing
Organizational Flexibility and JIT

JIT is an innovative approach and it is people oriented. The success of JIT depends to a great extent on how the organization responds to changes required to make atmosphere conducive for innovative developments. The degree of centralization, formalization and complexity which are crucial for innovation, play an important role. Rubenstei [21] has stated that innovation process is essentially a people process and that organizational structure, formal decision-making processes, delegation of authority and other formal aspects of a so called well-run company are not necessary conditions for successful technological innovation. World class manufacturers put great stress on team work and people involvement at every stage of operation and activity. Increasingly, organizations are realizing that organizational flexibility is a source of sustained and competitive advantage. It is the means of implementing an organization’s strategy. Because an organizational strategy is always changing in response to changes in the environment, organizational flexibility must be continuously evaluated so as to always stay ahead of competition. Organizational flexibility is one of the important aspects of JIT implementation. A well designed organization with its informal structure and rich culture helps in the speedy implementation of JIT. It is better for an organization to be open and flexible in order to improve work atmosphere and promote togetherness. Healthy work atmosphere induces innovative thinking useful in the development of customized products. Fast decision making in the most conducive and cooperative atmosphere accelerates JIT implementation. JIT can truly make an organization of world class status.

Organizational structure is the formal system of task and authority relationships that control how people coordinate their actions and use resources to achieve organizational goal [22, 23]. For any organization, an appropriate structure is one that facilitates effective responses to problems of coordination and motivation. Choosing the right number of managers and hierarchical levels is important, as it affects decision making, which influences organizational effectiveness. The choice affects communication and motivation. Lesser number of hierarchy leads to increase the motivational effect of manager as he commands more authority and responsibility. Having too many hierarchical levels may hinder communication and lack motivation. As the chain of command lengths, communication between managers at the top and bottom of the hierarchy takes longer time and it is easier for managers to pass the buck and evade responsibility. The communication problem can also lead to distortion and twisting of information. Information gets distorted as it flows up and down the
hierarchy through many levels of management [24]. In addition, there is every possibility of manipulation of information while moving up or down the chain by few managers to serve their own interests. Managers can restrict the flow of information to others and allow only the information that serves their own interests. This manipulation of information at different levels may lead to collapse of control in the organization. As a result, the decision-making becomes slower which hurts the performance of organizations that need to respond quickly to customer’s needs or the actions of competitors. Also, as the number of levels in the hierarchy increases, the authority and responsibly of managers decrease and this affects the motivation in the organization. Hence it is wiser to restrict the growth of hierarchy. Motivation provides conducive atmosphere for JIT implementation. In fact, it accelerates JIT implementation. In order to implement fast decision, number of levels should be carefully decided and to be kept at minimum. Quality circle, an important component of JIT, is the best example of limited number of persons acting in a group and delivering best for the organization. JIT requires fast decision making so as to accelerate the processes.

Organizational culture is the shared values, principles, traditions and ways of doing things that influence the way organizational members interact with each other and with suppliers, customers and other people outside the organization. In most organizations, these important shared values and practices have evolved over time and determine, in large degree, what employees perceive about their organizational experiences and how they behave in the organization [25, 26, 27]. The important role of human resource management practices in JIT implementation has been stressed upon by many researchers [28, 29]. For successful implementation of either JIT or TQM, a change in corporate culture or a conducive organizational climate has been regarded as one of the major common infrastructural supports [30, 31, 32, 33]. Organizational climate represents the enduring characteristics of a company that is reflected in the attitudes employees show towards the policies, practices and conditions in the work environment. Many researchers have emphasized on the critical role of Japanese culture in the successful implementation of JIT [34, 35, 36]. Japanese culture inspires and encourages the individual to achieve a goal which is within reach, but requires a great deal of discipline and development of a higher level of commitment to achieve. Japanese workers are totally committed to their work and the company. They are loyal, co-operative, and flexible, and willing to work long hours when needed. Workers are offered life-time employment, decisions are taken collectively involving people from top to bottom, and the management keeps a paternalistic approach towards workers and has respect for their workers. This kind of relationship between workers and managers help to build a platform of trust and belief, where one can rely upon another, and may contribute in a supportive way. As workers develop a better sense of ownership of the process, they tend to suggest more for improvement. Employee motivation and cooperation are critical in JIT implementation. Koufteros [37] has found that employee involvement is an essential element for pull production system, which is a major characteristic of a JIT system. Toyota did not stop working on JIT after originating it and continue to improve its implementation. Some of the US companies have adopted the Japanese culture approach to implement JIT and have reported success [38, 39]. More and more companies are changing their work atmosphere and getting inspired by the Japanese culture.

Management systems and processes are gradually becoming more participative in nature. The reliance of JIT on a participative management style implies a higher level of employee involvement and empowerment than would have been seen in traditional organization [40]. Flexibility in management is the essential element for survival amidst the turbulence of the changing environment especially, in the global changing international trade scenario and competitiveness in the world market. More transparency and a greater sense of participative decision making at different levels of management are vital. JIT works most effectively in participative atmosphere, as it induces free flow of information among the participating members which is essential for fast and effective decision making. The free flow of information has led to the creation of a borderless world in a big way. The business is being globalized as a consequence of the creation of a borderless world. Japanese work atmosphere is very much participative in nature and so is the principal reason of success of JIT. Participative decision-making at different level of management is helpful in JIT implementation. Organization continues to grow, when it encourages participation and empowerment at every level. Increased participation and empowerment energize greater performance, produce better solutions to problems, and greatly enhance acceptance of decisions. It has been found that group dynamics work to overcome resistance to change, increase commitment to organization, reduce stress levels, and generally make people feel better about themselves and their worlds [41]. Higher level of participation results in increased motivation among the employees. If individuals within the organization see their ideas and efforts contributing to the performance of the business, they will be encouraged still further. On the other hand, if seemingly good ideas are constantly overlooked, this will lead to increased frustration. The Japanese management stresses upon the interaction between management and employee. William Ouchi [42] has focused on the characteristics of an organization. He listed the distinguishing features of Japanese organizations such as lifetime employment, collective decision making, collective responsibility and holistic concern for employees.

JIT is an innovative approach and it is people oriented. Rubenstei [43] has stated that innovation
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process is essentially a people process and that organizational structure, formal decision-making processes, delegation of authority and other formal aspects of a so called well-run company are not necessary conditions for successful technological innovation. World class manufacturers put great stress on team work and people involvement at every stage of operation and activity.

An organization must aspire to move along a path from closed system to open system. While secrecy breeds gossip, mistrust, feelings of being alienated and devalued, organizational transparency ensures the trust and support of all concerned. In view of the complexity of tasks, managers are expected to be open to multiple routes of solving problems. Freedom at the workplace is the independence employees need in order to be motivated and perform to the best of their abilities. Freedom encompasses flexibility on the opportunity to voice their opinions freely and the freedom to exercise their creativity to achieve organizational goals. When people have freedom at work, they ought to give their best. They become emotionally committed to the organization, as opposed to become merely rationally committed. Emotionally committed employees go the extra mile in any assignment, actively seek new challenges and remain engaged with the organization through good times and bad. Freedom at workplace makes employees feel empowered, with a strong sense of ownership and contribution, a freedom to make mistake and to have the power to innovate. It is therefore evident that a democratic organization is a ‘progressive’ organization and employees who are allowed to follow democracy in the truest sense are happy, engaged and most importantly, productive. Harber [44] has stressed on the need for open management and an ability to accept comments and criticisms from employees, as well as, a need to move away from adversarial roles to a sharing of information and goals for successful implementation of JIT. Decision made with an open mind without any presumptions or constraints eliminate many problems of the organization. Shingo [45], when discussing ‘Toyota Production System’, also balanced JIT techniques with equal emphasis on respect for humanity to generate sense of ownership and pride of work. One of the important factors which Monden [46] considered essential for effective implementation of JIT included respect for humanity that emphasizes employment involvement, cross training, job design, empowerment and communication.

Combined effect of Organizational and Manufacturing flexibilities

Organizational management thrusts upon people management. The open working atmosphere and mutual trust and relationship have direct impact on the productivity of the organization. On the other hand, manufacturing management is related to the orderly arrangement of components of manufacturing system, namely workstations, machines, equipments etc. The purpose is to make the plant layout highly effective to reduce manufacturing bottlenecks and ensure smooth operations. An orderly and systematic manufacturing system is helpful in reducing in-process inventory drastically, which is major cause of concern for a manufacturing unit. This in turn directly affects JIT implementation, as JIT does not allow storage of items and always wants them to be in circulation. Organizational management alone can not improve the productivity of an organization as far as a manufacturing unit is concerned. For that it requires to effectively manage the manufacturing components. Upton [1] stated that the flexibility of the plants depends more on people than on technical factor. Using technical solutions, for example use of automated equipments, as a quick fix is not useful. He concluded that manufacturing flexibility involves multiple elements and is not easy to achieve. It is more important to identify the manpower and equipment capabilities to make manufacturing flexible. In order to implement JIT effectively, flexibilities concerning organizational and manufacturing both are equally important. The combined effect results in the reduction of manufacturing lead time and ensures mass customization, which in turn, accelerates JIT implementation.

II. Conclusions

JIT is a flexible-based approach so as to remain always relevant. It teaches people how to solve problems, take advantage of opportunity, and learn how to do that better and better over time. JIT can produce miraculous results, if implemented sincerely and honestly. It can change the face of an organization and can place it in the category of best. It can place the organization on the global map. Manufacturing as well as organizational flexibilities both accelerate JIT implementation, but the manufacturing flexibility has more direct impact than organizational flexibility. This is because of the fact that manufacturing flexibility is directly connected with producing customized products which a customer looks for. Increased customer satisfying ability of customized products has more impact on JIT implementation. On the other hand, organizational flexibility helps the organization in taking decisions on time in a more successful way, which is needed to promote manufacturing flexibility and so JIT.
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